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BJP HAS NO RIGHT TO TEASE CONGRESS ON DESH BHAKTI DURING CONGRESS GOVT INDIA 

DID WAR WITH PAKISTAN IN 1971 AND DIVIDED PAKISTAN IN TWO PARTS     

        
 

By : M.S.Yatnatti: Editor and Video Journalist Bengaluru : People reportedly demand that congress need to be aggressive on Desh Bhakti ."BJP  have no right to tease Congress on Desh Bhakti. Surgical strike 

karke BJP ko itrane ki zaroorat nahi. Congress ki Indira Gandhi ji ne Pakistan se seedhe war kiya tha. Pakistan ke tukde karke bharath ke shan bachai thi. Desh bhakti me Congress BJP se bahuth Age hai. Prime 

Minister Narendra Modi cannot be given same credit for surgical strike on Pakistan as that of war and  you cannot compare  the war with Pakistan by former Prime Minister Indira Gandhi as she was praised for 

the 1971 war and dividing Pakistan in two parts. BJP cannot question Congress on Desh Bhakthi. Reportedly Abki bar Gandhi sarkar.The income tax department has issued notices to Flipkart founders Binny 

Bansal and Sachin Bansal, asking them to disclose their total income arising out of the sale of their company to Walmart International and the capital gains that has accrued as it is commercial company and 

commercial M&A and share holders get dividend and it is not section 8 company. The income tax department cannot issue notice to Rahul Gandhi for transfer of shares of AJL as it is section 8 dividend less company 

and capital gains does not  accrue Rahul Ganghi.It is important to read section 8 of companies Act . Whether section 8 company is income tax exempt or not under income tax Act 12 AA  the face value of share of 

section 8 company does not change .Section 8 company is free to engage in commercial ventures and it may pay income tax also but it shares valuation is not done as it is dividend free company under section 8 of 

companies Act .and it share value never changes .So no income on share transfer of section 8 company and consequently no income tax notice on share transfer .Commercial company share transfer is a taxable event 

. Section 8 company share transfer is a not a taxable event. Income tax department cannot treat commercial companies and not for profit companies M&A under one parametr . Section 8 companies are by law 

cannot trade their shares and its share value will remain the face value at any given time as it is not commercial company . The contention of income tax department that "The taxable event in these cases is the 

allotment of YI‟s shares to the assessees @ Rs. 100 per share on 22.01.2011 “for a consideration, which is less than the aggregate fair market value of the property” and it is the difference between the fair market 

value and the actual consideration paid for the shares which is sought to be assessed as “income from other sources” in accordance with Section 56(2)(vii)(c)(ii) read with the Rules." Is incorrect as Young Indian is 

section 8 company without dividends and at any given points its shares value do not get enhanced and question of "fair market value at any time will remain static to 100 rupees only. Actually it might be a cut and 

paste mistake of MOA which did mentioned about fair market value otherwise this mistake in MOA can be corrected to represent section 8 of the company. To win income tax case it is necessary to amend MOA of 

Young Indian. I feel MOA of Young Indian need to corrected to truly represent section 8 company .  MOA and AOA for Section 8 company under Companies Act 2013 need to be as per Section 8 of company. : MOA 

cannot over shoot section 8 of compnies Act.declaration in Form INC 14 by professional stating that draft of MOA and AOA have been drawn up in conformity with the provisions of Sect 8 and rules thereof and that 

all the requirements of the Act and Rules thereof have been complied therewith. ICAI Clarification regarding Applicability of Form GNL 1 for Change in MoA by Section 8 Companies instead of Form RD 1 [17 May 

2016].The ICAI vide Announcement dt 17 May 2016 has clarified that Form GNL 1 is applicable for making changes in Memorandum of Association (MoA) by Section 8 Companies instead of Form RD-1, as 

under:The Ministry of Corporate Affairs is receiving references from professionals/companies seeking clarification on the forms/process to be followed for alteration in the Memorandum of Association of Section 8 

Companies.The professional/companies are filing Form RD-1 seeking approval to change in Memorandum of Association. However, as per the applicable laws read with Rules and relevant Circulars & Notifications, 

power for approving change in Memorandum of Association has been delegated to the Registrar of Companies.In the background of this development the professionals/companies are advised to apply the request for 

change in Memorandum of Association of Section 8 Companies in Form GNL-1 instead of filing form RD-1.In case of a section 8 company which is wholly owned subsidiary of another section 8 company, can the 

shares be purchased by other persons at face value ? Yes off course a company registered under this section shall amalgamate only with another company registered under this section and having the same objective 

yes they purchase share at face value. Question of fair market value does not arise in section 8 companies.Income tax department cannot issue section 8 companies income tax notices to its share holder as such Rahul 

Gandhi is share holder of section 8 company and income tax department cannot issue income tax notice . Young Indian company is one among several thousand section 8 companies in India and section 8 prevails 

over their MOA and if any discrepancy found section 8 prevails over  their MOAs. MOA discrepancies cannot be reason to issue income tax notice as Section 8 companies are not owned by share holders as per the 

Act and MOA also need to follow it as share are transferred to legal heirs or others free of cost and this need to be mentioned in MOA as per Act . Section 8 companies get cash donations property donations movable 

donations and immovable donations and donations by shares transfer. Transfer of AJL shares to young Indian can be considered as donation to young Indian company and not to its share holders. Let some people 

value AJL to several thousand  Crore and its share . It does not add value to share holders of young Indian. It does not add income to share holders of Young Indian .So question of concealing income tax does not 

arise. No income and no income tax. Income tax department notice is void illegal and void abinatio as section 8 is very clear. Young Indian company was registered as section 25 now it is under one of section 8 

companies under companies Act as non-profit company. The company applied for income tax exemption under income tax Act 12 AA  to income tax department with all documents including articles of 

association and directors details for income tax department gave exemption to it by  9th may 2011. So question of concealing their directorship from the Income Tax Department does not arise. It was told to 

department that they are the directors in section 25 company without any dividends and without any personal benefits . Any amount of other section 8 companies or commercial companies giving their shares of 

companies to the section 25 or section 8 company as per companies Act it does not accrue any personal income to directors of section 8 companies like young Indian and it does not add single paisa income personally 

to directors though company may get benefits which it can spend only for public good.So question of declaring it once gain to department does not arise. So question of concealing personal income by Rahul Gandhi 

does not arise. Re-assessment notice by Income Tax Department is illegal and null and void and void abinatio as the same income tax department has given income tax exemption under income tax Act 12 AA  to 

Young Indian Company confirming all directors having no dividends and no personal income.. 

In  Section-25 Company (Section 8 as per the new Companies Act, 2013) “not for profit organization” question of buying or selling control does not arise as no one is the  owner in the organization . Rahul Gandhi is 

not the owner as director of Young Indian private limited or is not the owner having controlling shares and for that matter nobody is owner in Section-25 Company (Section 8 as per the new Companies Act, 2013) as 

it is “not for profit organization” and if someone want to walk out from the company he has to give it to a person of his choice free of cost .No one person or group of people can own a nonprofit organization. You 

don't see nonprofit shares traded on stock exchanges, and any equity in a nonprofit organization belongs to the organization itself, not to the board of directors or the staff. Nonprofit assets can be sold, but the 

proceeds of the sale must benefit the organization, not private parties or share holders .If you start a nonprofit and decide at some point in the future that you don't want to do it anymore, you have to walk away 

from it and leave the running of the organization to someone else. Or, if the time has come to close the doors for good, any assets the organization owns must be distributed to other nonprofits fulfilling a similar 

mission. This is not merger and acquisition between three commercial companies as alleged and question of commercial benefits does not arise. The deal is between three non-profit organizations and of civil 

nature.Giving of loan and waiver of laon is possible between any three non profit organizations. It cannot be termed as buying and selling of shares. Sonia Gandhi , Rahul Gandhi  cannot be accused of grabbing RS 

1,600 CR property or RS 5,000 CR as young Indian is a “not for profit company” and Sonia Gandhi , Rahul Gandhi do not get any personnel gain in it and shares of “not for profit” are zero valued and no dividend 

is paid to any share holder of a section 25 or section 8 company which is a non-profit company that pays no dividend. In India non-profit organizations can be registered as trusts, societies, or a private limited 

company, under Section-25 company or (Section 8 as per the new Companies Act, 2013). Non-profit organizations are always self-governed by a 'board of trustees' or 'managing committee' comprising individuals 

who generally serve in a fiduciary capacity .In order to register such an organization, the basic requirements include A registration form, that is available without charge at the district registrar's office .A 

memorandum of association and rules and regulations of the organization.Consent letters of all the members of the managing committee. A minimum of seven members comprise a managing committee.Authority 

letter duly signed by all the members of the managing committee.Copy of rules and regulations certified to be a correct copy of original rules and regulations by at least three managing committee members.A 

declaration by the members of the managing committee that the funds of the society will be used only for the purpose of furthering the aims and objects of the society.Income tax department is legally barred from 

reopening Rahul Gandhi assessment for the year 2011-12 as a director in Young Indian private limited since 2010 as he does not get single NP income as it is a Section 8 Company under Companies Act 2013 (Section 

25 Company under Companies Act 1956 .Let Gandhi advocates tell the court and get a stay on re-opening assessment for the year 2011-12 and get directions to Income Tax Department not to reopen the case. Young 

Indian private limited is a Section 8 Company under Companies Act 2013 (Section 25 Company under Companies Act 1956 and Non Discloser of your directorship in any “Not for Profit organization” to income Tax 

Department is nothing illegal as you does not get any dividend in profits to show any income and as there cannot be sale or purchase of share happens in “Not for Profit organization”. M&A it happens for free in 

“Not for Profit organization”. Commercial organization get dividend of profit and that need to be disclosed to income Tax Department and in “Not for Profit  organization” you does not get any dividend in profits so 

no discloser needed as there cannot be sale or purchase of share happens in “Not for Profit  organization”. In any eventuality shares are transferred “free” by any member in “Not for Profit organization”.It is 

pertinent to not the If someone found a non-profit corporation and then he don't want to be involved in it anymore, He cannot  sell it to someone else? And Even if the assets  sold, nobody can pay in exchange for 

control over the corporation?. If you want to leave and transfer control to someone else, you can do that by placing them on the board of directors and then resigning.  You can't keep the assets of the company.  One 

of the requirements of non-profit certification is that you agree to donate the assets of the non-profit to another non-profit corporation if you wind up the company.  If the assets are sold, then the proceeds of the sale 

must be donated to another non-profit. There are various laws related to nonprofit organizations in India . A nonprofit organizations can be registered in India as a Society, under the Registrar of Societies or as a 

Trust, by making a Trust deed. A third option is registration as a section-8 Company under the Companies Act, 2013. Designation as a nonprofit does not mean that the organization does not intend to make a profit, 

but rather that the organization has no 'owners' and that the funds realized in the operation of the organization will not be used to benefit any owners.Young Indian private Limited is a Section 8 Company and it has 

to ensure that its profits and all other incomes are utilized only for the purpose of promoting its objects and not for any other purpose .It should also ensure that its profits are not distributed as dividend among its 

members.  

As director of company Rahul Gandhi does not get any dividend or commercial profit. So Income tax department is legally barred from reopening Rahul Gandhi assessment for the year 2011-12 as a director in 

Young Indian private limited since 2010 as he does not get single NP income as it is a Section 8 Company under Companies Act 2013 (Section 25 Company under Companies Act 1956.In fact the National herald case 

has been fabricated and manufactured under a  false assumption on Gandhis by ill-founded minds and by suppressing the facts “that all the organizations viz Associated journal Limited and Congress party and 

Young Indian private limited which are in fact “Not for profit” organization and few persons made untenable allegations as if these are “for profit commercial organization ” and made valuations and made 

untenable allegations of bribery and misappropriations . You cannot treat “Not for profit” as “For profit” organization and  then makes unsubstantiated allegations. Question of making profits in “Not for profit” 

organization does not arise . Income Tax Department cannot presume sale or purchase of shares in Young Indian private limited and calculate income or profit and slap penalty. Loan between “Not for Profit 

organization” can be given or waived off by any “Not for Profit  organization”. Let the Gandhi advocates tell these facts before court and get Rahul Gandhi and other accused acquitted. In India, a non-profit 

organisation can be registered as Trust by executing a Trust deed or as a Society under the Registrar of Societies, or as a private limited nonprofit company under Section 8 Company under the Companies Act, 2013. 

A Section 8 Company is the same as the popular Section 25 company under the old Companies Act, 1956, which was one of the most popular forms of Non- Profit Organisations in India. But, as per the new 

Companies Act 2013, Section 25 (as per the old act) has now become Section 8.As per Section 8(1a, 1b, 1c) of the new Companies Act, 2013, a Section 8 company can be established for “promotion of commerce, art, 

science, sports, education, research, social welfare, religion, charity, protection of environment or any such other object”,  provided it “intends to apply its profits, if any, or other income in promoting its objects” and 

“intends to prohibit the payment of any dividend to its members.”.A social entrepreneur, then, is one who sees the innate dignity and immense potential of every human being and, shows him practical ways and 

provides him all the means necessary in which to realize and achieve it. Recently, Mohammed Yunus, founder of the non-profit Grameen Bank, developed a whole new method in microfinance aimed at helping less 

fortunate sections of be gradually lifted out of generational poverty. For his efforts, ingenuity and initiative, and as a token of appreciation of the immense good he has done in the world, he was awarded the Nobel 

Peace Prize.Many entrepreneurs, both established names in the industry, as well as those just beginning, have always felt an attraction toward philanthropy. These may look to found religious or otherwise socially 

responsible companies dedicated to promoting the welfare of all. Social entrepreneurship is often taught as a separate course in many business schools. It is said that it is a good thing to give a man a fish, as it enables 

him to feed his stomach for a day, a better thing to teach him to fish, as this teaches him a skill with which to provide himself a livelihood, but a great thing to so much educate, train and impart knowledge and skills 
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about a fishing business to an otherwise illiterate and uneducated man, as to enable him not only to perform a valuable trade but to generate an operation that provides employment to several hundreds or 

thousands.Whether a trust, society or section-8 company, the Income Tax Act, 1961 gives all categories equal treatment, in terms of exempting their income and granting 80G certificates, whereby donors to non-

profit organisations may claim a rebate against donations made. Foreign contributions to non-profits are governed by FC(R)A regulations and the Home Ministry.For an organisation to be termed as charity it 

requires Income tax clearances under 12 A Clause of Income Tax Act. Section 2(15) of the Income Tax Act defines „charitable purpose‟ to include „relief of the poor, education, medical relief and the advancement of 

any other object of general public utility‟.In a technical sense, it's probably correct to say there is no significant difference between the two terms. State "nonprofit" or "not-for-profit" corporation statutes sometimes 

use both terms side by side to suggest they are synonymous.A nonprofit organization (NPO, also known as a non-business entity is an organization whose purposes are other than making a profit. A nonprofit 

organization is often dedicated to furthering a particular social cause or advocating for a particular point of view. In economic terms, a nonprofit organization uses its surplus revenues to further achieve its purpose 

or mission, rather than distributing its surplus income to the organization's shareholders (or equivalents) as profit or dividends. This is known as the distribution constraint.The decision to adopt a nonprofit legal 

structure is one that will often have taxation implications, particularly where the nonprofit seeks income tax exemption, charitable status and so on.The terms nonprofit and not-for-profit are not consistently 

differentiated across jurisdictions. In layman's terms they are usually equivalent in concept, although in various jurisdictions there are accounting and legal differences.The nonprofit landscape is highly varied, 

although many people have come to associate NPOs with charitable organizations. Although charities do comprise an often high profile or visible aspect of the sector, there are many other types of nonprofits. 

Overall, they tend to be either member-serving or community-serving. Member-serving organizations include mutual societies, cooperatives, trade unions, credit unions, industry associations, sports clubs, retired 

serviceman's clubs and peak bodies – organizations that benefit a particular group of people i.e. the members of the organization. Typically, community-serving organizations are focused on providing services to the 

community in general, either globally or locally: organizations delivering human services programs or projects, aid and development programs, medical research, education and health services, and so on. It could be 

argued many nonprofits sit across both camps, at least in terms of the impact they make.For example, the grassroots support group that provides a lifeline to those with a particular condition or disease could be 

deemed to be serving both its members (by directly supporting them) and the broader community (through the provision of a helping service for fellow citizens).Many NPOs use the model of a double bottom line in 

that furthering their cause is more important than making a profit, though both are needed to ensure the organization's sustainability. 

Although NPOs are permitted to generate surplus revenues, they must be retained by the organization for its self-preservation, expansion, or plans.NPOs have controlling members or a board of directors. Many 

have paid staff including management, whereas others employ unpaid volunteers and even executives who work with or without compensation (occasionally nominal).In some countries, where there is a token fee, in 

general it is used to meet legal requirements for establishing a contract between the executive and the organization.Designation as a nonprofit does not mean that the organization does not intend to make a profit, but 

rather that the organization has no 'owners' and that the funds realized in the operation of the organization will not be used to benefit any owners. The extent to which an NPO can generate surplus revenues may be 

constrained or use of surplus.Benefiting the public: People form nonprofit organizations to create a public benefit. In fact, nonprofit corporations are referred to sometimes as public benefit corporations. A nonprofit 

organization can't be created to help a particular individual or family, for example. If that was possible, we'd all have our separate nonprofit organizations.1.A non-profit organization is an entity that develops a 

business model which does not aim to earn a profit for individual purposes. 2. A non-profit organization will offer a product or service to a consumer base (typically a community), while refraining from accruing a 

profit for any needs that extend beyond the company‟s ability to carry out its product or services. In simplistic terms, any profit and all monies earned by a non-profit is pumped back into the business so the entity 

can continue its intended function. 3 A non-profit organization does not distribute its funds or assets to owners or shareholders, but instead, uses its capital to help pursue community-based objectives.4 Common 

examples of non-profit organizations include: Charities, public art organizations, and trade unions. In most instances, government agencies meet the criteria of a non-profit organization. 5. Non-profit organizations 

are exempt from income and property taxation in most countries.6. The quantitative difference between a for-profit and a non-profit organization is realized in the business model‟s ownership structure. For-profit 

entities can be privately owned and operated; as a result, the entities may re-distribute their taxable profits to shareholders or employees. In contrast, a non-profit organization does not contain private owners; non-

profit organizations possess controlling members of boards; these individuals cannot sell shares to investors or personally benefit from the company‟s business model.7.Although a non-profit organization can 

tangibly earn a profit (known as a surplus), such earnings must legally be retained by the organization for its self-preservations and its future role. All earnings may not benefit individuals or stake-holders of a non-

profit organization. Legal Aspects:  Non-profit organizations exist for a multitude of reasons, but in general, the majority of functions aim towards the contribution of a societal benefit. The wide diversity of 

structures and subsequent purposes of a non-profit organization are legally classified based on a number of structural elements .These classifications include the following categories: Supervision and management 

provisions, economic activity, representation, provisions regarding the amendments of the statutes or the underlying articles of incorporation, provisions for the dissolution of the entity, the tax status of corporate 

and private donors, the tax status of the general foundation, representation, and lastly, the not-for-profit‟s general economic activity.2.    These above classifications, in adherence to local and federal law, must be 

expressed in the not-for-profit‟s document of establishment. 3.    The majority of countries possess laws which regulate the establishment and subsequent management of not-for-profits. These laws require 

compliance with corporate government regimes. 4.    Larger not-for-profits are required by law, to publish their financial reports to detail their expenditures and income for the public. 5. in many aspects, a not-for-

profit organization is similar to other business entities. Both forms of businesses must possess board members, committee members, or a trustee who offers the company a fiduciary duty. A notable exception to this 

relationship; however, involves churches, which are not required to disclose financial statements to anyone‟s revenues may be restricted. In India, non-governmental organizations (NGOs) are the most common type 

of societal institutions that do not have commercial interests. However, they are not the only category of such non-commercial organisations which can gain official recognition. For example, memorial trusts, which 

honour renowned individuals through social work, may not be considered as non-governmental organisations.They can be registered in four ways: Trust ,Society ,Section-25 Company (Section 8 as per the new 

Companies Act, 2013), Special Licencing ,Schools,  sports.Registration can be done either with the Registrar of Companies (RoC) or the Registrar of Societies (RoS).The following laws or Constitutional Articles of 

the Republic of India are relevant to the NGOs:  Articles 19(1)(c) and 30 of the Constitution of India,Income Tax Act, 1961,Public Trusts Acts of various states,Societies Registration Act, 1860,Section 25 of the Indian 

Companies Act, 1956 (Section 8 as per the new Companies Act, 2013),Foreign Contribution (Regulation) Act, 1976. 

        

 

     

 

ADVERTORIALS AND CONSULTANCY HELP LINE 

You may have problems with Government Departments PWD, BDA, BMRDA, KIADB, TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENTS AND Development Authorities BBMP, Taluka office, D.C. Office, Corporation, 

K.S.R.T.C., Commercial Tax Offices, K.E.B., Pension problems, Acquisitions of Land Problems , Khata, Bifurcation, Tax Revision. Banks Problems etc, which may be have been pending for months, and years in 

Government files etc. 

Everybody is facing Problems, Problems? 

Kindly write to us, we analyze and convince ourselves and if appropriate then we will take your problems, to concerned authorities, ministries, i.e., through our news paper property politics and try to help you. We 

also provide consultancy and Liaison service on case to case bases as per agreed terms and fees. Write your problems with Xerox copies. 

M.S.Yatnatti , Editor and Video Journalist Consultant  Mobile: 9945116476  E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com    propertypolitics@gmail.com 
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